
rolling back the years

20 YEARS AGO – BACK 
TO AUGUST 1994
20 years ago, in August 

1994, Tiger Woods wins 

the 94th US Golf Amateur 

Championship and the 

All Blacks draw with the 

Springboks at Eden Park. 

New Zealand’s fi rst casino 

opens in Christchurch, 

David Bain is convicted and 

the fi rst fast-ferry service 

begins operation across 

Cook Strait. Jim Bolger is 

Prime Minister.

The front cover of Wares 

announced the arrival of 

Scholtès’ upmarket French 

kitchen appliances. Back then, Greg Mikkelsen was Scholtès 

distributor Robinson Industries’ Marketing Manager: “We will reach 

consumers through the media so they understand Scholtès, what it is, 

where it is positioned, and ensure they get a feel for the brand. 

Secondly, we will ensure they are so happy with their purchase they 

will want to tell others about it.” 

Rolling back the years: August 1994 to 2004

It’s informative and entertaining what you can fi nd looking back through the pages 
of Wares magazine in August 10, 15 and 20 years ago. Wares’ time traveller, Merv 
Robertson, reports. 

These days Greg is General Manager Enterprise, Commercial & 

Trans-Tasman for Gen-I, Telecom New Zealand’s $1billion ICT 

business employing 2,000+ people in NZ and Australia. Scholtès is 

now represented here by eurotechDesign. 

From Simpson to sailing – Simpson Appliances previewed its new 

Greenfridges. The new models were completely free of HCFCs and 

HFCs and prototypes had even been handed over to Greenpeace and 

the Ministry for the Environment for evaluation. 

Speaking recently from his home in Sydney, Trevor Carroll, then 

GM of Simpson Appliances NZ, recalls that the concept really 

appealed to Kiwi consumers and what was revolutionary technology 

back in those days, is now part of standard specifi cations for fridges 

virtually across the globe. 

Trevor transferred to Australia in 1995 and became CEO of 

Electrolux for Australia and New Zealand in 2001, retiring from the 

role seven years later. After a six-month stint with the company in 

China, Trevor returned to Sydney, taking up several non-executive 

Board roles. Today he is on the Board of The Good Guys and also the 

Big Sister Food Group, all the while fi nding plenty of time for sailing!

“Are You Ready for Philips?” – 20 years ago this August, Philips was 

making a big play for the trendy youth market with a range of audio 

products launched under the catch cry of “Are You Ready for Philips?” 

Star of the show was the FW46 midi system boasting such 

impressive features as a 7-disc CD changer, dual auto reverse tape 

decks, one touch selection, digital tuner, remote control and 32 Watts 

RMS of power per channel. RRP was $1,199 which is closing in on 

$2,000 today. 

The NZ launch of Scholtès was a big deal. 
Back then, Greg Mikkelsen was Robinson 
Industries’ Marketing Manager.     

Trevor Carroll, enjoys a bit of fi shing. 
Back in 1994 he was in on the launch 
of the Greenfridge.
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In 1994, Bruce Priddy was Philips’ Product Manager and Duncan 
Armstrong was Technical Support Manager. Despite the dramatic 

demise of Philips over the past few years, Duncan is still in the same 

role (now for Australasia) and he remembers these products well: “20 

Watts of sheer grunt,” he chuckles. “This was RMS too, in the days 

before claims of audio output power became simply ridiculous. These 

models were built like the proverbial brick outhouse and hardly ever 

broke down.” 

Selling yourself fi rst – Back then in appliances, Kitchen Things was 

announcing its entry into the Hamilton market. Managing Director, 

Peter Perrett, outlined the fi rm’s priorities: “First we have to sell 

Kitchen Things, then the brands, then the products.” 

The fi rst few weeks were reported as being very successful with 

customers coming from as far away as Taumarunui and Taupo. One of 

the reasons for this success would have been the appointment of a 

certain Nigel Little as Manager, who came to the new store armed 

with “excellent management experience in the motorcycle industry in 

New Plymouth”. 

Guild goes mad in Raro – The Appliance Guild held its 1994 

conference in Rarotonga. The Warehouse founder, Stephen Tindall, 
was the keynote speaker and really drew the crowds, no-one knowing 

quite what to expect. 

Wares described his address as “an anti-climax”. Tindall explained 

The Warehouse strategy of bringing more New Zealand-made 

products to the shelves. He concluded by stressing that retailers 

needed to be more effi cient, have continual commitment, be ready to 

change and to think long term. 

Probably the only spice came when he was asked from the fl oor if 

The Warehouse was looking to secure any of the appliance brands 

represented at the conference. Tindall responded, “It would be nice to 

have the brands and we could sell the brands if we had them. But I 

think we can survive without them.” 

Who was moving & shaking? – As is always the case, Wares’ regular 

Movers & Shakers columns throw up some interesting names. For 

example, NEC had offi cially launched its New Zealand operation with 

the appointment of Theo Naus as General Manager. 

The plan back then was to keep distribution narrow to encourage 

better margins for retailers carrying the brand. Previously, Theo had 

carved out a fi ne career with Philips working both in Eindhoven and 

here in New Zealand. 

Today, he is a sales & marketing consultant in Auckland, 

undertaking projects for a variety of companies. At present he is 

contracted to SAYR Ventilation selling “The best home ventilation 

system on the market”. 

In the same issue, Yutaka Okazaki had been appointed 

Managing Director of Sony NZ. He had been with Sony for 20 

years having spent time in America. At this time, Carl Rose was 

Divisional Manager Consumer Products at Sony NZ, later rising to 

become MD before his appointment as Marketing Director UK 

in 2003. 

Carl relocated to Sydney in 2006 to take up the position of 

Managing Director Australia & New Zealand and resigned just last 

year. He now has his own company, CR Consulting, in Sydney.

In appliances, National Sales Manager of Simpson Appliances 
Warren Brewin had become GM of Appnet, replacing Bob 
Godward. At the time he said: “I see Betta as big-time in New 

Zealand. Betta is just kicking off and we have a good backbone to 

the group.” 

He went on to say that Betta Electrical would have core brands 

and core products which all members would be required to stock. 

“Uniformity will be the strength of the group,” he said. Warren 

plies his skills now as CEO for Lifestyle Retail Group which trades 

as The Saddlery Warehouse, a major player in the equestrian 

industry.

15 YEARS AGO – PARTY LIKE IT’S AUGUST 1999
August 1999 saw Russian 

President, Boris Yeltsin fi re 

his Prime Minister, Shania 
Twain reached top of our pops 

with Man! I Feel Like a Woman 

and New Zealand sent a team 

to the world Taekwon-Do 

championships in Argentina. 

Helen Clark and Labour form 

another Government. So, not 

much going on really.

Wares’ front cover featured 

legendary All Black Josh 
Kronfeld, promoting Philips 

MatchLine TVs, but oddly 

enough, there’s not a 

MatchLine to be seen inside. 

Guild turns AEIA, support wains – In his editorial under the headline 

of “Adapt, change or register as absent”, Editor Ross Middleton 

bemoaned the fact that: “A mere 35 retailers deemed the annual 

20 years ago, Philips was 
making a big play for the 
trendy youth market with 
a range of audio product 
“built like the proverbial 
brick outhouse”. This is 
Technical Support Manager, 
Duncan Armstrong, today.

Theo Naus. Carl Rose. Warren Brewin.
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Appliance & Electronic Industry Association (AEIA, formerly the 

Appliance Guild) convention of suffi cient value that they should 

actually attend.” 

He went on: “Make no bones about it. Many of you out there in 

retail land will not be around in another fi ve years.” Lack of vision or 

willingness to adapt to change were the prime reasons cited. 

F&P gets cool with design – As the New Millennium neared, the 

accolades were pouring in for Fisher & Paykel’s DishDrawer. With 

a string of Australasian awards already in place, the product was 

recognised with a prestigious Gold IDEA Award in the 1999 Industrial 

Design Excellence Awards, co-sponsored by America’s highly regarded 

Business Week magazine. 

And product launches were something in those days. For 

example Philips held the Australasian launch of its new Philishave 

Cool Skin range in a really cool venue – Home Nightclub on 

Sydney’s Darling Harbour. Several Kiwi retailers crossed the ditch, 

including Peter Gallagher of Smiths City and Cherie Vaughan of 

Hill & Stewart. 

Electrolux player then & 
now – A decade and a half ago, 

Electrolux Floorcare launched 

its Healthier Homes campaign, 

built around the recently released 

Mondo and Excellio models. 

John Mahar was Divisional 

Manager for the household 

appliances business at the time 

and is down as saying that, 

although the Husqvarna brand 

had been spun off elsewhere, 

the corporation was successfully 

replacing most of its sales and 

market share with the Electrolux 

brand. 

Five years later, in early 2004, 

John became Product & 

Marketing Manager for Australia & New Zealand for Electrolux Floor 

Care & Small Appliances. Then in late 2005, he was appointed 

Managing Director for the Melbourne-based Australian operation. 

John left the company just last year, when Electrolux decided to 

make the business a product line of the Sydney-based Major 

Appliances company. He is still in Melbourne, consulting as GM for 

Maxim Housewares. 

Floorcare category hots up – Meanwhile, still in 1999, Nilfi sk released 

its Cubic models, a derivative of an Electrolux Euroclean commercial 

machine (Nilfi sk-Advance had by then, purchased the commercial 

arm of Electrolux worldwide). Described even by then Nilfi sk staffers 

as “perhaps the ugliest vac on the market”, Cubic was however effi cient 

and durable with a 5-year motor warranty and extremely rugged 

construction.

Staying with fl oorcare, Wares reported on a what was being called “a 

small revolution in vacuum cleaners” when it showcased the Dyson 

DC05, the latest dual cyclone vac. 

DC05 had no bag to clog so suction remained constantly high, 

despite its diminutive size. Two years earlier, Avery Robinson, in the 

form of youthful duo Brett Avery and Mark Robinson, had been 

formed to distribute Dyson vacuum cleaners in New Zealand. 

Bond & Bond’s low-price concept – 20 years ago Bond & Bond had 

just opened a new low-price concept store in Christchurch’s South 

City mall. Bond & Bond Direct specialised in end-of-line deals, special 

purchase offers and trade-ins (déjà vu anyone?). 

“In some cases the savings will be massive,” General Manager, 

David Drees, told Wares at the time. “The store’s concept is to have 

the lowest prices and a no-frills 

look, but with service which 

matches Bond & Bond’s 

knowledgeable and helpful 

reputation.” 

Today General Manager of 

Harvey’s Furnishings, David 

remembers with enthusiasm how 

this store, and others which 

followed in the group, took off. 

15 years ago, Electrolux Floorcare 
launched its Healthier Homes 
fl oorcare campaign. John Mahar 
(seen here today) was Divisional 
Manager for the household 
appliances business.

Floorcare was really heating up by 1999 with solid players like Nilfi sk 
and sexy newcomers like Dyson.

We covered the opening of the new Bond & Bond warehouse-style 
concept store back at the end of the last millennium!

It’s 1999 and Warren Huband and 
the revamped Hubands Retravision 
in Whangarei were promoting 
Retravision’s Australasian buying 
power.
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“These shops were genuine clearance centres. We would stack product 

on and we created an environment in which customers knew they 

were getting a very good deal without compromise to after sales 

service.” 

Retravision calling retailers – Using the massive upgrade at Hubands 

Retravision in Whangarei to promote the concept that Retravision had 

the buying power of 550 stores across Australasia, Warren Huband 

said that belonging to the Retravision group with a combined annual 

turnover of some $1.5b had given him the confi dence to make the big 

commitment to expand. 

Many aspects of his new store were modelled on big Retravision 

stores in Perth, Melbourne and Sydney. Prospective members were 

invited to call the CEO of Retravision NZ, Leighton Cox, “and make a 

big difference to your future. The sky’s the limit.”

AEIA: Convention and invention – The Appliance & Electronic 

Industry Association’s (AEIA) convention in Christchurch was a 

major feature in the August 1999 issue. AEIA Executive Director, 

Dennis Amiss, opened the “Digital Millennium” themed event. 

Guest speaker, esteemed customer service guru, Catherine De Vrye, 

asserted that “The only time success comes before work is in the 

dictionary” and she set the tone for what followed. 

Minister of Communications, Maurice Williamson, was the 

keynote speaker: “80% of what our kids will use has not even been 

thought of yet,” he said at the time but he didn’t know the half of it! 

We wonder how he would revise that speech if he were to make it 

today? Probably he would just press the Repeat button. The then new 

AEIA President, Roger Blincoe, outlined his vision for the future 

whilst F&P’s Richard Blundell was 

adamant that the only way the local 

company’s shares could go was up. 

August 1999’s movers & shakers – 

Peter Drummond (left) was the new 

Chairman of Appliance Connexion 

(ACL) and Appliance Connexion Group 

Services, replacing John Mells. Peter 

had been a Director since March that 

year and had 15 years’ experience in the 

appliance industry. 

The four ACL Directors at the time 

were Trevor Douthett, Grant Heathcote, 

Gordon Scragg and Brian Mason (who 

is the subject of our “Where are they 

now?” column in this issue – see page 80). Peter is still Chairman, as 

well as CEO, and is a Member 

of the New Zealand Order of 

Merit.

Henk Aandewiel (right) 

was the owner of Simister 

Retravision and featured in 

an article highlighting 

whiteware choices outside the 

Fisher & Paykel EDA. In the 

article he is pictured in his Tauranga showroom with another long 

term industry friend, Calvin Sandford, then heading up Whirlpool The Appliance & Electronic 
Industry Association’s 1999 convention saw 
Minister of Communications, Maurice Williamson, saying 
“80% of what our kids will use has not even been thought of yet.”

New Zealand... Henk now operates Mobile Aircon in Tauranga.

Ken Johnson had been promoted from Product Manager to 

Divisional Manager of the new consumer wholesale division at Ecco 

(New Zealand). He had played an instrumental role in the release of 

the Bosch GSM mobile phone into the Kiwi market and we heard 

about a new local agreement around Groupe SEB’s Tefal and Rowenta 

brands. 

Howard Mackley, formerly of Monaco Corp, was Managing 

Director of Ecco NZ at the time. Today, Howard is operating his own 

internet marketing company, Platinum Sales & Marketing, on 

Ecco (New Zealand) had a new 
local agreement for Groupe SEB’s 
Tefal and Rowenta brands. Howard 
Mackley, formerly of Monaco Corp, 
was Managing Director of Ecco NZ at 
the time.
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Auckland’s North Shore.

10 YEARS AGO – RECENT 
HISTORY (AUGUST 2004)
August 2004 was about the 

Athens Olympic Games. New 

Zealand would win three 

Golds and two Silvers with 

Beatrice Faumuina carrying 

our fl ag for the opening 

ceremony. Oprah Winfrey 

was part of a jury which 

found Dion Coleman guilty 

of murder and the Statue of 

Liberty opened to the public 

for the fi rst time since the 9/11 

terrorist attacks. 

Getting pixelated with Philips – Philips had the August 2004 

magazine’s front cover, featuring Flat TV with Ambilight and Pixel 

Plus 2. Pixel Plus 2 was said to sharpen the quality of each individual 

pixel, resulting in crisp, 

natural details. 

Philips’ AV Marketing Manager at the time was Jane Waddel. Now 

running her own marketing consultancy (Marketing Depot), she 

remembers that release well: “Pixel Plus 2 was awesome picture 

technology! It was one of the fi rst effective technologies to counter the 

impact of motion artefacts prevalent in early LCDs.” 

Back then, the All Blacks test series against Australia and South 

Africa were known as the “Philips Tri-Nations” and former ABs legend 

Ian Jones was a familiar face promoting the brand as a Philips 

Ambassador. 

Jane Waddel recalls retail staff training in the Philips Truck, trips to 

Bruges (Philips’ manufacturing facility in Belgium), radio & TV 

advertising, hanging out with Ian Jones at pre- and post-match 

entertainment – “It was ‘hard work’ but hey, it was a blast!” 

Industry ups & downs – Salton NZ was expounding the virtues of 

“The next Revolution in Coffee” – the Russell Hobbs Uno:Uno pod 

brewing system. “Spend more of your precious time drinking real 

coffee than making it”, it made “Perfect coffee one cup at a time, one 

fl avour at a time, in less than 60 seconds”. 

Salton was doing pretty well – it had just relocated to new, purpose-

designed premises in Albany. The move had been brought about by 

the company’s rapid development since its establishment in 2002 

driven largely by the success of the George Foreman and Russell 

Hobbs ranges. It had recently added Carmengirls.com to its growing 

portfolio. 

But not everyone in the Wares universe was happy as. In the August 

2004 magazine we reported that Electrolux staff were “stunned” by 

news the company’s cooking appliance plant in Christchurch would 

be closing with the loss of 159 jobs. 

To put the news into context, the Christchurch plant was 

producing little more than 300 electric stoves, wall ovens and 

ceramic cook-tops a day, compared to the Adelaide plant which had 

a daily output of 2,000+ gas and electric stoves, wall ovens and 

cooktops. 
Philips’ AV Marketing 
Manager Jane Waddel 
(seen here today) recalls: 
“It was ‘hard work’ but 
hey, it was a blast!”

Winner of the 4th 
annual Dyson Product 
Design Award was 
Massey University design 
graduate, Leon Oliver, 
who’s since graduated 
into America’s Cup 
racing.
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This year’s Philips Series has again brought some
outstanding rugby action to New Zealand. As part of
this major sponsorship Philips has undertaken a
dynamic campaign that allows consumers to
‘experience every thing’ with the All Blacks. 

The Philips campaign kicked off with a consumer
promotion that focused on giving the winners an up
close and personal experience with the All Blacks. The
major prize winner will receive a trip for two to Europe
with Ian Jones, to experience the All Blacks’ European
tour. Another lucky consumer will win the opportunity
to go go-carting with the All Blacks. Other prizes in the
promotion include Philips Plasma televisions and home
theatre packages.

Via a radio competition, Philips made the rugby
dreams of a lucky winner in each of the test match
cities come true. The competition gave winners
exclusive access to the ‘captain’s run’. The captain’s run
is the final training session before each test and is run
by the All Black captain, currently Tana Umanga. The
winner in each city was allowed to watch the captain’s
run from the sidelines, a once in a lifetime opportunity
as the run is closed to all media and outsiders.

Philips has supported the All Blacks for over a
decade and has been the series sponsor since 1996. 

Hanimex
purchased
by Fuji
Photo Film

Fuji Photo Film Company Limited of
Japan has purchased Hanimex (New
Zealand) Limited and its sister
companies Camera House and 
Viko Laboratories.

The transaction is part of Fuji’s
purchase of the Hanimex Australasia
Group. Ricoh Company Limited, which
owned the Hanimex group for more
than 10 years, had been considering a
sale for several months.

Hanimex is the official importer and
distributor of Fujifilm products in New
Zealand, Viko is the country’s largest
centralised wholesale photofinisher,
and Camera House is a leading
photographic retailer. The group offers
a wide range of cameras, film and
digital imaging equipment, as well as
warehousing, logistics and technical
services. It operates from an Auckland
head office and national distribution
facility, and has sales and technical
support staff resident in Auckland,
Wellington and Christchurch. Annual
turnover is approximately $80 million.

The managing director of Hanimex
New Zealand, John Laidlaw, said the
change of ownership would have no
effect on the business. “The group has
been acquired as a going concern,
reflecting the confidence of the new
owner in its current direction. This is
an important vote of confidence at a
time when there is a high level of
competition and technological change
in our industry. The financial, technical
and international marketing strength
of the new owner will certainly 
assist us to maintain our leadership
role in both ‘picture taking’ and
‘picture making’ using world-leading
digital technologies. Internationally,
Fujifilm is at the forefront of digital
and traditional imaging in the
consumer, commercial, industrial and
medical markets.”

Hanimex was founded in Australia
in 1947, and now operates in
Australasia and the Asia-Pacific region.
The New Zealand operation has traded
since 1952.

Microsoft
prises
open
treasure
chest

Microsoft Corporation has
announced a plan to give
shareholders as much as $US75
billion in value over the next 
four years. 

Under the plan, approved by the
Microsoft board, the company will
move from its current annual
dividend of 16 cents per share to 
a quarterly dividend of eight cents
per share, which would essentially
double the annual dividend to 
about $US3.5 billion, if continued 
at that level. 

The board also approved plans to
buy back as much as $30 billion in
Microsoft stock over the next four
years. The company also will pay a

one-time special dividend of $3 per
share, or $32 billion, subject to
shareholder approval of stock plan
amendments that would allow
certain adjustments to employee
equity compensation awards to
offset the impact of this large, one-
time payout. 

These steps would represent a
combined total value to shareholders
of as much as $75 billion over the
next four years, if quarterly dividends
continue at the new level. 

“We are confident in our long-
term ability to grow revenue, profits
and shareholder value through our
innovation and execution,” Microsoft
ceo Steve Ballmer said in a recently
issued statement. “We have been
successful in addressing a significant
portion of our ongoing legal
exposure, and all seven of our
businesses are growing.” 

Microsoft will continue to make
major investments across all of its
businesses and maintain its position
as a “leading innovator” in the
industry. 

“As we looked at our cash-
management choices, our priorities
were to increase our regular
payments to shareholders, increase
our stock-buyback efforts given our
confidence in the company’s growth
prospects, and distribute additional

resources in the form of a special,
one-time dividend,” said Mr Ballmor. 

But Bill Gates, Microsoft’s
chairman and chief software
architect, also stressed that the
payout would not affect Microsoft’s
commitment to research and
development to fuel growth in the
years ahead.

Brad Smith, Microsoft’s general
counsel, said the company has
resolved the large majority of its legal
issues, which Microsoft had said was
a prerequisite to addressing its cash-
management plans. 

“While we still have a number of
legal issues and we take them
seriously, we have reduced the legal
uncertainties facing the company,
and we have a much clearer
understanding of the potential risks
involved in the cases that remain,
such as the ongoing European
Commission case.” 

The US Court of Appeals for the
District of Columbia last month
denied the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts’ appeal for more
stringent antitrust sanctions against
Microsoft. The ruling brought to a
close a longstanding case brought by
the Department of Justice against
the company. That victory in its US
antitrust case gave the company
more leeway in its financial plans. 

Experience with
the All Blacks

Ian Jones takes the time out for
the camera with a couple of
European trip hopefuls.
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InBrief
Panasonic to release 
Blu-ray recorder
Panasonic’s parent company is set to
release a DVD recorder based on the
Blu-ray disk format, as a standards
battle over next generation DVD
technology heats up. Matsushita
Electric Industrial said its DMR-E700BD
model supports single-side, dual-layer
Blu-ray disks, with a maximum capacity
of 50GB. The new machine is capable
of recording up to four and a half
hours of digital high-definition
programming and the product forms
part of Panasonic’s ‘DIGA’ family. Blu-
ray disk technology, which uses blue-
laser light, allows for much greater
capacity than today’s DVDs, which rely
on red lasers and can hold 4.7GB on a
single layer and close to twice that
amount in a dual-layer set up.

Walkman to silence iPod
Sony recently unveiled plans to launch
a Walkman digital music player capable
of storing 13,000 songs, aiming to
reclaim the top spot in a market now
dominated by Apple’s iPod. The 20GB
device is the second hard-disk drive
gadget offered by the Japanese
consumer electronics maker, aimed at
unseating Apple. Dubbed the Network
Walkman NW-HD1, it is the first major
upgrade to the legendary Walkman
brand on its 25th anniversary. 

Sears purchases Standards
of  Excellence
US retail giant Sears has purchased San
Diego-based appliance distributor
Standards of Excellence. The company
has five California locations selling
high-end appliances and fixtures such
as $US20,000 bathtubs, $2,000 crystal
sinks and $30,000 steel kitchen ranges.
Terms were not disclosed. 

Survey says: Sony is the best
Japan’s Sony has captured the ‘best
brand’ title for the fifth consecutive
year and seventh time in 10 years, an
America-wide Harris poll said. Three of
the top brands were electronics
manufacturers, four automakers and
three consumer and package goods
firms. “Our ability to sustain such high
brand recognition consistently among
consumers is a true testament to the
innovation, creativity and dedication of
Sony employees around the world,”
said Tim Baxter, senior vive president,
strategic marketing for Sony Corp, 
of America. 

Salton’s move
Salton NZ Ltd has moved to new premises in Rosedale Rd, Albany.  
The new, purpose-designed premises include a large showroom to
allow display of the company’s expanding range of innovative 
products such as the new, category-building Uno:Uno pod 
brewing system.

The move has been brought about by the rapid expansion of 
the company since its establishment over two years ago, initially
marketing George Foreman and Russell Hobbs products, 
and subsequently adding carmengirls.com to a growing portfolio.

The contact telephone/fax numbers and warehousing address remain
unchanged, however the Box number becomes PO Box 300-201,
Albany. Other contact details are:

Ph:  0-9-920 2575, Fax: 0-9-920 2574, e-mail: sales@salton.co.nz. 
PO Box 300-201 Albany. Warehousing:  NZ Express, Mono Place,
Ellerslie, Auckland.

Enclosed with this issue of Wares is a
very useful leaflet called ‘six things you
must know before buying a digital
camera’. Realising that many new
customers for digital cameras do not
quite know where to start when they
decide to make a purchase, Fujifilm
devised this booklet to assist them
make the right decision - easily and
quickly. The booklet is useful at the
retail coal face too for educating staff,
and as something of a sales process
guide. Additional copies of the booklet
are available by emailing
christine.harper@fujifilm.co.nz

Carmen 
get them
Carmengirls.com demonstrators were
out in force in stores around
Auckland during the recent school
holidays, offering teenage girls the
chance to see how they could get the
hottest styles of the season.  New
Zealand’s number one teen music
channel, The Edge, was participating
in the events with on-air
carmengirls.com promotions, and The
Edge Roadrunner team (including
Miss World New Zealand, Amber
Peebles) joined in with those having a
style makeover. 

Crowds of enthusiastic teens kept
the demonstrators busy and the new
looks with spiral curls, straightened or
crimped hair were greeted with a
great response - ensuring that
carmengirls.com is on the top of
many ‘must have’ wish lists. 

Fujifilm informs and educates
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10 years ago, Salton NZ was expounding the virtues of “The next 
Revolution in Coffee” – the Russell Hobbs Uno:Uno pod brewing system.
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InBrief
Bosch goes Chinese
The German giant Bosch-Siemens
Home Appliances Co Ltd (BSH) aims to
invest heavily in the Chinese market,
targeting high-end consumers with two
competing international brands names.
At the China International Consumer
Electronics Show in Qingdao, Roland
Gerke, president of BSH (China) said
that BSH would invest $US80-100
million in China over the next three
years. The capital will be used to build
more production facilities, bring all BSH
core products to market, enhance local
research and development capability,
and employ more people. 

Too much information
(technology)
This from the NZ Herald’s SideSwipe
column (in case you didn’t get it the
first time around...)
“A former Xtra customer would like to
let you in on a little secret. After
hearing his mates were getting a
better deal on their ISP, John* decided
to ditch Telecom Xtra and signed up
with an alternative ISP, which offered a
Dial Up plan at 30 hours per month for
$9.95. When he called the Xtra help
desk to cancel his account, he was
offered a Dial Up contract for 60 hours
per month at $16. Bemused, John
asked why this deal wasn’t listed on
the Xtra website. The high-disclosing
Xtra employee told him that this plan
was only available to people who
asked to cancel their existing Xtra plan.
Now there’s an idea...
(* Name changed to protect John’s
true identity.)”

Target gains on Wal-Mart
Wal-Mart’s legal troubles and strained
public image might be catching up
with it, sending Wall Street into the
arms of its soon-to-be streamlined
rival, Target. Target has drastically
outperformed its rival over the past
year. Its shares got a lift after its
investment rating was boosted on the
belief that its high-quality discount
goods and exclusive merchandise are
starting to add up to the better
shopping experience. Target, which is
in the process of offloading its sagging
department store chain Marshall Field’s
and nine of its Mervyn’s stores to May
Department Stores hasn’t struggled as
much as other discounters in the last
year. That’s because it doesn’t cater as
strictly to the low-income consumer
bracket as Wal-Mart. 

A clever life-saving product has won
the fourth annual Dyson Product
Design Award at a ceremony held in
Auckland last month.

Massey University design
graduate, Leon Oliver (25) of
Newton, Auckland, invented Sentinel
- a product designed for ‘man
overboard’ victims who can climb
into a raft, which has been remotely
deployed from the vessel by the
victim themselves using an electronic
watch. The watch is also designed to
activate an on-board alarm to alert
the crew to the accident.

The winning design consists of a
digital watch and a raft, which is
held in place at the stern of the boat
by a deployment arm.

Open to final year design and
engineering students and recent
graduates, the Dyson Product Design
Award recognises emerging
designers whose work demonstrates
the ability to think differently and

create products that solve problems
and work better than existing ones.

The judges, headed by designer
Bina Klose of the Design Institute of
New Zealand, said that Mr Oliver’s
product reflected the Award criteria
and the Dyson philosophy,
demonstrating a commitment to
intelligent design thinking.

“When assessing each entry we
asked whether each new product
solves a problem. Then we asked
whether it goes beyond this to show
innovative thinking. The winning
entry scored highly on functionality
and problem solving. While there are
many safety and rescue products
currently available, the designer
developed an intelligent solution that
provides an improved chance of
survival for the specific emergency
situation of man over-board.”

Mr Oliver, a recent design
graduate now working as a sail
maker, said one of the most

terrifying aspects of crossing oceans
is the possibility of losing a crew
member overboard. “Sometimes the
nearest help can be as far away as
24 hours or more. And often, when
a victim falls overboard, the crew
may not be aware of the accident,
which threatens the victim’s chances
of survival. “In designing the
Sentinel, I hoped to overcome these
obstacles through creating a unique
product that redefines the level of
protection a boat owner can offer
their crew.”

The runner up was Helena
Webster, 23, of Christchurch with
Insight, a revolutionary toolkit for the
blind. The product consists of four
devices - a digital talking book,
earphones, scanner and recharger,
which enable easier reading and
mobility tasks for the sight-impaired.

The digital talking book converts
text from the Internet and CDs into
speech and braille, which can be
downloaded into the book and ‘read
to’ the user via a synthetic speech, or
if converted into braille, the text can
be ‘read’ by the user. The digital
book is the size of a standard
paperback, and has been designed
with buttons and keys that can be
flicked up and down to turn each
page of the electronic book - not
unlike the physical act of turning
pages in a regular book. 

The Christchurch-based designer’s
handheld scanner has a two-fold
function - the ultra sound technology
can be used to detect obstacles,
vibrating when the user nears an
obstacle, and synthetic speech via an
earphone tells the blind person how
far away the object is. Alternatively,
the tool also adopts text-to-speech
technology to enable a blind person
to read menus, food labels, bills in
the mail and even a newspaper.

As the 2004 award winner, Mr
Oliver will be named a British Council
New Zealand Design Ambassador
and will travel to the UK with $3000
travelling expenses where he will
have the opportunity to meet with
James Dyson and other key members
of the UK design community. He will
also receive a year’s membership to
the Designer’s Institute of New
Zealand and an invitation to join the
D&AD Getty Images Bloodbank - an
online database of international
design talent.

For the first time this year’s 
winner will have the opportunity to
compete for Dyson Blue Print, a
global design award to be won by
the best of other national-level
competition winners from around
the world. The winner will receive a
$15,000 cash prize and the
opportunity to gain global visibility
and recognition.

Fisher & Paykel has had a
problem with some of its
DishDrawer products. The
company has had six
instances from approximately

100,000 DishDrawers manufactured, in the serial number ranges
beginning with ‘C’ or ‘U’, where contaminants beyond control, such as
insects, have caused the product to fault, resulting in smoke or water
damage.  Models affected are DD603, DD603I, DS603 and DS603I.

As part of the solution to this problem, F&P developed a current
monitor to combat it and protect the appliances within the serial number
range. Serial numbers after this range are not affected as they have
protection built-in.

The current monitor is plugged into the power point that the
DishDrawer is supplied from, then the DishDrawer is plugged into the
current monitor, so that the monitor is in series with the DishDrawer. It
regulates the current drawn by the machine, and if a fault causes an
excessive current draw, it switches off the power supply to the machine
and a red fault LED illuminates on the monitor.

All known customers within New Zealand have been sent a current
monitor. Details were obtained from company databases such as product
registration, home delivery and warranty.

Should retailers find DishDrawers that require the current monitor they
can call F&P on 0800 080 776 with their details so they can arrange
delivery of a unit. 

DishDrawer
fault solution

Man overboard rescue
solution wins Dyson
design award
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The appliance of design – Avery Robinson conducted its fourth 

annual Dyson Product Design Award and a Massey University design 

graduate, Leon Oliver, carried the day. Leon invented Sentinel, a 

product designed for “man overboard” victims. 

Since that success and following his University studies, Leon spent 

fi ve years at America’s Cup team BMW Oracle Racing, an experience 

which culminated in lifting the Auld Mug in Valencia, before spending 

10 months with Artemis Racing in the Louis Vuitton Challenger Series 

last year in San Francisco. 

I chatted recently with this impressive young man: “Winning the 

Dyson Award was a fantastic achievement for me,” he says today. “It 

involved a lot of hard work, but it was all worthwhile in the end and it 

was certainly the proudest moment of my student years.” Currently he 

is back in Auckland, working with Advanced Aero Space but with 
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rolling back the years

defi nite ambitions for a future in industrial design, just maybe on his 

own account.

Serviette doodle reaps rewards – 10 Years ago, Specialised Sales & 

Marketing (SSM) out of Christchurch was experiencing huge demand 

for the Shark Ultimate indoor/outdoor entertainment fridge. National 

Sales Manager, Jeremy Puttick, said at the time that sales were well 

over forecast.

Jeremy is now National Sales Manager for Conair New Zealand, 

personal care specialists representing brands such as VS Sassoon and 

Weightwatchers Bathroom Scales. 

“Releasing that product was incredibly exciting,” he says now. “It 

was all the more rewarding and unique as it was created as a result of 

conceptual doodling on the back of a serviette at an airport 

somewhere in China, by Murray Reid, our founder and Managing 

Director.”

More movers & shakers – JVC was by now our “Retailer of the 

Month” sponsor and in August 2004, LV Martin & Son was the 

winner. Trevor Douthett was CEO, John Lamerton was General 

Manager Sales and 2004 was the company’s 70th anniversary.

Retravision’s annual Australasian conference was held in Los 

Angeles received extensive coverage. The theme was “Taking care of 

Business”. From a New Zealand perspective, the highlight was when 

Smith & Church of Ashburton was proclaimed winner of Top 

Individual Store under 1,000m2. A delighted Alister Lilley accepted 

the Award from Ian Ray, Chairman of Retravision Pty. 

Wares has always recognised industry people who make a difference, 

and in this issue 10 years ago, we heard from Steelfort, which was the 

Kiwi distributor for Miele. National Sales Manager, Brian Scott, was 

snapped welcoming his new South Island Territory Manager, Andrew 

Stockman. These days Brian 

is National Sales Manager at 

Miele New Zealand whilst 

Andrew is a salesman with 

Noel Leeming in Tauranga.

Profi led on a page of new 

appointments was Gavin 
Kelly, a new Territory 

Manager for Award 

Appliances. Today he’s a 

Commercial Sales 

Consultant with Jacobsen, 

fl ooring specialists.

Also noted was Mark 
Anderson, who was named 

as Senior Manager at Direct 

Imports. Responsible for 

Teac he then had three years 

with Dyson as Sales 

Director, based in Sydney 

and responsible for South 

East Asia. Mark is now living in Central Hawkes Bay consulting for 

some small businesses and is keen to re-enter our industry (in which 

respect see our News section!).

10 Years ago, Jenny McKay took the newly created role of Key 

Account Manager Specialty 

Channels at Fujifi lm but, 

despite our best efforts, we 

can’t track her down today. 

In the same issue we see 

Rowen Hunt secured the 

role of Product Manager 

Acclaim/THQ at Monaco; 

now Rowen Neville-White, 

she is a stay at home mum 

living in Auckland.

Peter Frith and Cherie 

Vaughan (mentioned above at 

Hill & Stewart in 1999) had 

joined Appliance Connexion. 

Peter became Category 

Manager responsible for small 

appliances, fl oorcare & 

computer/communications 

(he’s now Team Leader at the Miele Center in Auckland) while Cherie 

took up the position of Promotions Manager and is currently Floorcare 

Category Buyer as well as Merchandising & Promotions Administrator.

Well, that was fun! Looking back over these old issues of Wares across 

the last 20 years has been fascinating on many levels. 

It has recalled the good old days, been a graphic reminder of the 

speed at which technology advances and shows how the magazine 

itself has evolved – 24 pages in the fi rst issue in November 1992 to 88+ 

in August 2004. 

The exercise has put me back in touch some old industry contacts 

and introduced me to others previously not known to me. My grateful 

thanks go to you all. 

In the October instalment of “Rolling back the years”, look out for 

names like Nik Papa, Denise Langdon, Roger Teague, Rob 
Duckworth and Rob Morris, to mention just a few! See you then.   
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Also covered was how to use reports and system information to

monitor on-floor margins and manage stock through the member’s

business. This was an overview of the reports available and the

importance of keeping track of what is happening in the business on

a daily basis.

The workshop on ‘Early adopters, don’t miss the boat’discussed how

important it is for Retravision members to adopt new technology.

As well as the formal proceedings there was also fun to be had. An

organised tour to Universal Studios provided some light

entertainment with members literally hanging on to their hats during

some of the more hair-raising rides!  The tour of the famous backlots

provided some rare insight into the animation and specials effects

used in making movies.

LA National Awards
The highlight for one member was winning the Top Individual Store

(under 1000sqm). Alister Lilley of Smith & Church Retravision in

Ashburton received this award based on the overall presentation of

his store. All stores in New Zealand and Australia were eligible for 

this award.

Alister commented “One vital area we have never cut corners on is

a strong, regular, planned advertising and marketing strategy. This is

in line with our philosophy of growing our appliance retail business

by increasing the number of customers visiting our store who want

to purchase our products. And also looking after the customers who

come back to us regularly.”

Alister also noted that in his 31 years in business the one marketing

tool he has always used is local advertising to support all Retravision

national campaigns. A good strong team behind him has also

contirbuted to his success.

Other member awards presented at the conference included:

Store of the Year (above 1000sm) Auburn Retravision, NSW

Multi-Store of the Year Sydney H. Turner - Cairns, QLD

Suppliers to receive awards were:

Supplier of the Year - white goods: Fisher & Paykel

Supplier of the Year - brown goods: NEC

Supplier of the Year - appliances and communications: Sunbeam

Top left to bottom right:

Leighton and Christine Cox. 

Henk Aandewiel with his mate Shrek (Shrek is on the right).

Alister Lilley receiving the top individual store (under 1000sqm)
award from Ian Ray, chairman Retravision Pty Ltd. 

Tony Farr (Philips), Cherie Anderson (Meikle’s Retravision), Stephen
and Kylee Holmes (Panasonic), Sonya Whatford and Howard Chappel
(Stevens Retravision), Wayne and Nikki Robb (Selectrix Morrinsville),
Clive Ross (Fisher & Paykel). 

William and Zorka Webster (Electrolux Home Products). 

Shrek knew he was up against it when he met up 
with Rob Duckworth.
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Highlight of 2004’s Retravision Australasian conference was Alister Lilley 
and the team at Smith & Church of Ashburton wining Top Individual 
Store under 1,000m2.
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InBrief
Top 100 million songs
Apple recently announced that fans
have purchased and downloaded
more than 100 million songs from the
iTunes Music Store, marking a major
milestone for the emerging online
music business. The 100 millionth
song: ‘Somersault (Dangermouse
remix)’ by Zero 7 was purchased by
Kevin Britten, age 20, of Kansas, US.
As the grand prize winner of Apple’s
100 million song countdown, Kevin
will receive a 17-inch PowerBook, a
40GB iPod, a gift certificate for
10,000 iTunes songs to create the
ultimate music library for his iPod and
the opportunity to create his own
celebrity playlist to be published on
the iTunes music store. 

Two men accused of $US11
million Internet scam
The FBI is investigating an alleged
Internet scam that has raised $11
million from 1,600 investors across the
US during the last 17 months. The
scam involves non-existent products
and a bogus Internet business named
in documents filed in the US District
Court, in Portland, as part of an
attempt by federal prosecutors to
seize property bought with proceeds
from the scam. The FBI first learned
about the company, Pacific
Achievements International or PAI,
after receiving reports from several
banks about suspicious activity in PAI
accounts. One account was opened in
August 2002 with a $50 deposit and
by October 2003 had deposits of
more than $6 million.

S-LCD grand 
opening ceremony
S-LCD Corporation, a Samsung
Electronics Co Ltd and Sony
Corporation joint venture, recently
announced the completion of the
world’s largest generation seven
amorphous TFT LCD panel production
building in Tangjung, South Korea. 
S-LCD is dedicated to the
manufacturing of amorphous TFT LCD
panels for LCD TVs. The facility boasts
the most advanced manufacturing
equipment for seventh generation
LCD panels, with a production
capacity of 60,000 panels per month.
The facility will operate as a major
source for LCD panels to both
Samsung and Sony. 

Pricing
incentive
on Shark
fridge
Huge demand for the Shark Ultimate
indoor/outdoor entertainment fridge
has proven to be somewhat of a
Catch-22 situation for Specialised
Sales & Marketing Ltd (SSM).  
“We’re having fantastic success with
the Shark entertainment fridge for
this summer and have already sold
well over forecast, “Jeremy Puttick,
SSM’s national sales manager for
Shark, told Wares. “While this is
great news, the flipside is that we
have to order additional stock to
meet demand, and with recent
significant increases in the cost of
materials, freight, etc, are having to
put a small price increase on this
product to the market from
September 1.”
“We are, however, offering retailers
the opportunity to secure their
requirements for summer (through
until February) now, at the current
price, with extended settlement

terms as an incentive for 
volume commitments.”
SSM’s sales team will be discussing

this opportunity with all of its
customers between now and the
end of August, when the offer ends.
Their customer service team can also
help with any immediate enquiries
on 0800 963 963. SSM is also
supporting the Shark entertainment
fridge with a strong print media

campaign for summer, kicking off in
time for Father’s Day. “Because of
this small price increase we want to
support our business partners and
offer the opportunity to secure their
requirements,” said Mr Puttick. “The
Shark entertainment fridge is shaping
up to be this summer’s coolest
product (pardon the pun) and we
want all of our customers to share in
its success.”

New appointment at Steelfort
Brian Scott (left below), Steelfort’s national sales manager, welcomes
Andrew Dillon to the position of South Island territory manager - retail. Mr
Dillon, who replaces Andrew Stockman, comes with an FMCG background
covering various product categories and holds a BCom degree from the
University of Otago.

Mr Dillon’s territory will cover the South Island area and he is responsible
for serving the retail customers with Miele appliances and vacuum cleaners
along with LawnMaster and MTD products.

Although new to the appliance industry, Mr Dillon is excited about being
involved with such prestigious brands. He said: “I am looking forward to
meeting with the dealers in the next few months and working toward
developing strong partnerships.” 

Remington
rolls over

Remington has appointed
Amanda Gore as national key
accounts manager, replacing
Cliff Carr who has moved on 
to HWI. Ms Gore brings a 
broad knowledge of the
appliance industry, having 
been with Philips for the past
nine years, most recently as 
key account manager for
consumer electronics. Prior 
to this she had held various 
sales and marketing roles 
within the Philips organisation.

Her new responsibilities will
include building relationships
with all Remington’s key trading
partners, supervision of the 
field sales force and ensuring
Remington delivers its sales and
marketing message consistently
and reliably.
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Miele distributor Steelfort’s National 
Sales Manager, Brian Scott, welcomes 

his new South Island Territory Manager, 
Andrew Stockman.

Just some of the industry’s movers 
& shakers in August 2004.
Just some of the industry’s movers 
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InBrief
Apple launches iTunes
Music Stores
June saw Apple Launch its
revolutionary iTunes Music Store in the
UK, France and Germany, giving music
fans the same large online catalogue, a
la carte pricing, free previews, one-click
purchasing and downloading and
groundbreaking personal use rights
that have made iTunes the number one
online music service in the world. 

Carrefour sees red
The world’s second biggest retailing
giant, Carrefour, plans to build its
China purchasing centre in
Guangzhou, capital of the southern
province of Guangdong. Guangzhou
has become a city of strategic
importance to the future development
of the group. Carrefour has so far
opened five supermarkets and a
purchasing centre in Guangdong. The
new centre will cover 65 percent of
Carrefour’s purchasing value in China.
It will open three supermarkets in
Guangzhou this year, and establish six
by 2005.

Acquisition calls
Sony Ericsson Mobile Communications
recently announced that it is to take
control of Beijing Ericsson Putian
Mobile Communications Co Ltd (BMC),
a joint-venture mobile phone
manufacturing facility, by raising its
share holding to 51 percent. The
company has said that the move has
been given the nod by the Ministry of
Commerce and that BMC will now
become the manufacturing base,
strengthening Sony Ericsson’s 
global supply. 

Philips accessorises with
gadget supplier
Royal Philips Electronics will acquire
Gemini Industries to capitalise on the
growing accessories market. Gemini
sells over 2,500 accessories for audio,
video, computing, gaming, digital-
imaging and telephony products in 
the US. The two companies have 
been partners for eight years. Sales 
of accessories have been a booming
business for US retailers, and Philips 
is hoping to expand that trend 
to Europe.

Award announces new man
for Central
Award Appliances, New Zealand
distributors and importers of ASKO,
TEBA, Magimix, Dualit, Morphy
Richards, Bamix and Spidem, has
appointed Gavin Kelly, territory
manger, central.

“Gavin comes to us from Fonterra
where he has held the position of
territory business manager for
Horleys for a number of years,” said
Alan Dalton, national sales manager.
“He will be responsible for the
central region from Wellington up to
and including Taranaki and across to
Hawkes Bay.”

Mr Kelly brings a wealth of
knowledge and qualified experience
in working with key customers and
establishing business relationships.
Coming from outside the industry 
he brings a fresh perspective to 
the company.

A keen sportsman, Mr Kelly plays
golf and regularly participates in the
‘masters’ soccer league in Wellington
where he has his base in
Paraparaumu with his wife Sandra
and their two children.

New appointment at
Monaco
Rowen Hunt is to take on the role of
product manager for Acclaim/THQ at
Monaco Corporation Ltd. She brings
four years of experience in the travel
industry to the position and says she
is, “very excited about joining the

gaming division at Monaco.” Ms
Hunt will be looking after two
international gaming publishers, THQ
and Acclaim entertainment. Monaco
is now representing four gaming
publishers in New Zealand, which it
has secured over the last 18 months.
Ms Hunt told Wares, “Monaco is on
a serious growth curve, increasing its
market share on a weekly basis.”

Direct appointment
Mark Anderson is the new senior
manager at Direct Imports,
responsible for the Teac, One For 
All and other consumer electronics
ranges. Previously a senior manager
with Sony NZ for three and a half
years, Mr Anderson is back with 
the industry after a year establishing 
his own business venture. 
Prior to Sony he was with 
Direct Imports. 

He is coy, but tells us the company
has some exciting new brands and
product ranges in the pipeline.

Fujifilm sharpens focus on
consumer electronics retail
Fujifilm New Zealand Ltd has
appointed Jenny McKay to a newly
created role of key account manager
- specialty channels.  The focus of this
new role is to build and support the
sales of digital cameras and
accessories in the fast growing
consumer electronics retail sector. Ms
McKay will work closely with the
regional account managers, product
specialists and marketing managers at
Fujifilm to maximise the opportunities
for retailers to sell digital cameras and
to develop additional services such as
in-store printing. The ‘digital team’ at
Fujifilm now consists of: Garth
Burleigh (general manager sales) and
his team of regional account
managers (Nigel Mooney in the
South Island, Ian Mortimer in the
central region and Tony de Witt in
the north), plus Christine Harper
(marketing manager - electronic
imaging) and her team of product
specialists (Andrew Miller and
Anthony Corban).

Appliance
Connexion
appointments
Peter Frith has been appointed category
manager at Appliance Connexion
Limited with responsibility for managing
the portable appliances, floor care and
computer/communication categories.

Cherie Vaughan has been appointed
promotions manager responsible for
managing the national promotional
activity for the 100% YES brand.
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